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Thriller, romance, and historical fiction readers are in for a treat with On Wings of a 
Lion because Susan Wakeford Angard traverses these genres with an authoritative 
attention to detail, creating a sweeping drama that promises high-octane action right from 
its opening lines: "It’s no use!” yelled Hans. “Strike it again!” Anthony Evans shouted, 
steadying a crowbar wedged against the rear door jam of the barricaded Sohbe Emrooz 
newspaper building. His helicopter pilot Hans raised an ax high and slammed it into a 
rear door bolted from the outside, a SAVAK trademark." 
  
In 1978, an assignment brings Hollywood film director Kathryn Whitney to Iran, a nation 
on the cusp of revolution, to shoot some lucrative TV commercials at the ruins of 
Persepolis. A chance meeting with Sir Anthony Evans, a dashing half-British, half-
Persian photographer, does not promise romance at first, but he grows on her. 
  
Also growing is the sense of danger and deadly forces as the two become caught up in 
something greater than either professional photo shoots or personal attraction, because 
Iran explodes and drags both individuals into its struggle. 
  
Kathryn discovers Anthony is actually not what he appears to be, and she must make 
some difficult choices about her alliances, her friendships, and her life. 
  
It's important to note that On Wings of a Lion is populated by a diverse range of 
characters who all have special stakes in Iran's political events. These goals are worth 
murdering for, they're worthy of betrayal, and they even merit the sacrifice of a nation. 
  
From the hidden purposes and pursuits of Anthony's cousin Mirdad Ajani to General 
Houdin's clashes with Anthony and his own mission in this changing world, Susan 
Wakeford Angard weaves intrigue into her historical novel that incorporates Iranian 
culture and politics into descriptions of personal pursuits for glory and riches. 
  
Her juxtaposition of very different characters and their concerns is exquisitely done 
partially because of the growth process she explores between Kathryn and Anthony, 
which lead to revelations on many different levels. Anthony has long tried to assume 
responsibility for everything around him. When his friends are murdered in their homes, 
can he just fly back to Britain and pretend nothing happened, leaving responsibility and 
passion behind? 
  
In the wake of the Iranian revolution and the interactions of secret police and clever 
adversaries, Kathryn and Anthony become swept up not only in each other, but in 
circumstances far greater than either their individual or shared pursuits. Mysterious 
crown jewels, betrayal, threats to love and life—what could be more compelling? 



  
Perhaps its strikingly realistic feel is derived from Angard's personal familiarity with her 
subject. On Wings of a Lionis based on her experiences while in Iran, and on incidents 
related to her by Iranians with whom she met and filmed.  
  
On Wings of a Lion's ability to capture Iranian culture, politics, and society and place 
these facets against the backdrop of two very different, strong characters who struggle 
with themselves and each other places this novel a cut above most historical novels, 
romances, or thriller stories. 
  
Readers of these genres will be exceptionally pleased at the story's depth, background, 
and evocative phrases, which engage and educate readers about Iran's peoples and 
culture. 
	


